
List 1

1. a 4-letter word

2. a Disney film

3. a flower

4. something green

5. a job/occupation

6. a politician/world leader

7. a tool

8. an animal

9. something cold

10. something in the kitchen

11. something that jumps

12. something with stripes

List 2

1. a bad habit

2. a company

3. a dog breed

4. a hot food

5. a language

6. a product name

7. a tourist attraction

8. an author

9. something dangerous

10. something in the sea

11. something that makes you cry

12. something with wheels

List 3

1. a beach object

2. a compliment

3. a drink

4. a frozen food

5. a magazine

6. a real-life notorious person

7. a tree

8. an electrical appliance

9. something exciting

10. something in the sky

11. something that makes you cross

12. something with spots

List 4

1. a bird

2. a composer

3. a European city

4. a fruit

5. a mammal

6. a relative

7. a TV series

8. a word that ends -ly

9. something expensive

10. something in this room

11. something that makes you happy

12. something yellow

List 5

1. a board game

2. a cosmetic/toiletry

3. an American city or state

4. a means of communication

5. a reptile/amphibian

6. a type of shop

7. an excuse for being late

8. something triangular

9. something in this room

10. something that makes you happy

11. a game

12. something yellow

List 6

1. a body of water

2. a country

3. a famous artist

4. a gem/jewel

5. a medical term

6. a river

7. a type of sweet

8. an insect

9. something fast

10. something on a menu

11. something that makes you tired

12. something you do everyday

List 7

1. a body part

2. a crime

3. a famous author

4. a gift

5. a mode of transport

6. a river

7. a vegetable

8. an insult

9. a colour

10. something red

11. something that sings

12. something you take on holiday

List 8

1. a book title

2. a bridge

3. a famous landmark

4. a girl's name

5. a musical group

6. a sandwich

7. a weapon

8. an item of clothing

9. something heavy

10. something round

11. something you save for

12. sport's equipment

List 9

1. a boy's name

2. a dairy product

3. a famous painting

4. a hero

5. a musical instrument

6. a school subject

7. a word ending -ion

8. an item of footware

9. something high

10. something slow

11. something wet

12. things at a circus
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List 10

1. a breakfast food

2. a dance

3. a fancy-dress costume

4. a herb or spice

5. a newspaper

6. a singer

7. a word with more than 7 letters

8. an olympic sport

9. something hot

10. something small

11. something white

12. things at a music festival

List 11

1. a card game

2. a dangerous animal

3. a fictional character

4. a historical figure

5. a song

6. a zoo animal

7. something associated with exercise

8. something in a car

9. something square

10. something with a tail

11. things at a football match

12. a person in uniform

List 12

1. a cartoon character

2. a dessert/pudding

3. a fictional villain

4. a hobby

5. a pleasant personality trait

6. a sport

7. an acronym

8. something at the circus

9. something in a handbag

10. something sticky

11. something with a zip

12. things in a bar/pub

List 13

1. a city

2. a disease

3. a film

4. a holiday destination

5. an unpleasant personality trait

6. a sports star

7. an actor

8. something black

9. something in a medicine cabinet

10. something sweet

11. something with buttons

12. things in a restaurant

List 14

1. a classroom object

2. a dangerous profession

3. a fish

4. a household chore

5. a piece of furniture

6. a term of measurement

7. an actress

8. something blue

9. something in a zoo

10. something in space

11. something that bounces

12. a geographical feature
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